Purpose-Built for Wide-Area Coverage, Dependability and Ease of Use
The Telstra Locator Cat-M1 Tag features Bluetooth, LTE-M and GPS connectivity, an accelerometer, a multi-color status LED, a buzzer, a 1000mAh rechargeable Lithium Ion battery and with the optional accessories can be mounted or attached to your valuables with ease.

Rugged Durability
Your beach bag with the TR100 inside gets dropped in the water, no problem. Your child’s backpack also carries muddy soccer cleats, no worries. With an IP67 durability rating, you can trust the TR100 tracker to keep working in the toughest environments.

Flexible Usage
Optional attachment accessories allow you to deploy the tracker in multiple ways. You can attach the TR100 with the secure mount to ensure it stays with the valuable, use the lanyard attachment to attach it to smaller items like keys, or just drop it in a bag or backpack.

Extended Battery Life
The TR100 battery can last approximately one week with heavy usage and two to three weeks with lighter usage*. Recharging the battery takes approximately two hours to fully charge.

NOTE: Data plan required. Coverage subject to network availability.
*Battery life is dependent on usage patterns and network conditions.
TR100 CAT M1 Tracker Product Specifications

Technology
- LTE Cat-M1
- Band Support: B3, B28
- Bluetooth LE

GPS
- STA 8090
- aGPS

Dimensions
- 35mm x 75mm x 18mm

Weight
- 65 g

Sensor
- Accelerometer

Environment
- IP67

Battery
- 1000mAh (Li-ion)
- Non-removeable

Charging
- USB
- Cable Length: 1M

Customer Interface
- Multi-Color Indicator Status LED
- Piezo Buzzer
- Button

SIM
- 4FF (embedded)

Standards / Approvals / Certifications
- RCM
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